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where the Ei are independent N(O, 1) variates. Let

put are rather simple mathematical concepts: numbers and

Kl1,... I K be a set of distinct numbers inside the range

univariate functions.

of the xi's and let x+ = max(O, x). A random coefficient

One feature that distinguishes each of the various ad-

linear regression spline model for f is

ditive model-fitting procedures is its level of complexity.

The method proposed here requires knowledge of continuous time stochastic processes, state-space models, MCMC,

K

f (x) = /3o + Oix + 7 E Uk(X - Sk)+, where
k=l

and the Kalman filter. A researcher interested in learning

Ul

about the mechanism by which his or her numbers are transformed into curves is destined to wade through some rather

u = .]v N(O, I) (2)

advanced and detailed mathematics. Is this level of com-

UK

plexity really necessary? We return to this issue in Sec-

tion 3.
Another complexity-related issue, not mentioned in the

article, is speed. For analysis of the heart attack data, 70,000

MCMC iterations are used; for the model with six predictors, each one of these iterations requires at least 12

smoothing operations. This means that fitting the full model
requires nearly 1 million smoothing operations. It would

be useful to know the time taken to fit such a model, and
whether there is room for improvement by using a compu-

tationally less intensive smoother.

is independent of E-[El..... , ej]". In the situation wh
the positioning of the Kk'S follows roughly the distribution

of the xi's, this representation of f has similarities with
(2). When 'r = 0, f is linear, but for 'r > 0, the truncated

lines (x - Sk)+ flexibly allow for nonlinearities in f in the
same way as the integrated Wiener process. Note that more
smoothness could be attained by instead using quadratic or

cubic polynomials and truncated polynomials.

We can write the model conveyed by (1) and (2) in matrix
notation as

2.2 Implementability

y =Xf+?Zu?+uE, [ N(O,I), (3)

We have some concerns about the implementability of the
strategy proposed by Shively, Kohn, and Wood. The authors
point out that the details of the smoothing component have

where
1X1

been given by Wong and Kohn (1996). That article refers to

x{T
X= .

algorithms of Ansley and Kohn (1990) and Carter and Kohn
(1994). Carter and Kohn (1994) referred to the book by Anderson and Moore (1979) for details on the Kalman filter.
Even after collecting each of these references and piecing

and

them together, are there enough details for a talented C or

([ l -l)+ (Xl -xKK)+

Fortran (but otherwise uninitiated) programmer to code up

the method? We are not very confident, as one of us (MPW)

(Xn-1 K) + ***(Xn -XK) +

once tried to implement the smoothing spline algorithm of

Kohn and Ansley (1987) but found some details missing

Equation (3) is recognizable as a normal linear mixed model

(e.g., how does one compute X(t)?), and eventually had to

and, for given -r and a, the best linear unbiased predictor

give up. We thus suggest that the authors publish a generic,

(BLUP) of y,

nontechnical, description of the algorithm used in this im-

f = X? + TZU, (4)

portant article in a single place; perhaps in electronic form
made available on the Internet. Otherwise, the use and ex-

tension of this methodology is likely to be confined to a
small, select group.

where -{XTQr2ZZT + U2I)-lX}-lXT(7_2ZZT +

u21-ly and u- 13rr2ZZT ? c2I)lZT(y-X3) can be

treated as an estimator of f = [f(xi),... , f(xn)]T;

3. A SIMPLE BAYESIAN FUNCTION ESTIMATOR

Is it really necessary to have function estimation depending on a continuous-time stochastic process model? In this

section we describe an alternative Bayesian function estimator that is somewhat less complicated and more in keeping with the input and output of additive models. We first

treat the case of ordinary nonparametric regression.
3.1 Ordinary Nonparametric Regression

Consider a set of scatterplot data (xi, yi), 1 < i < n~, and
the ordinary nonparametric regression model

sion to f(x) for arbitrary x is straightforward. Note that f
can be rewritten as
f = C(CTC + AD)-lCTy

where C = [XZ], D = diag(O, O, , 1, I.... ., 1) and
This shows that f is equivalent to the penalized spline

smoother of Eilers and Marx (1996) (also see Ruppert and

Carroll 1999). However, the BLUP representation (4) lends
itself, via Robinson (1991), to a host of other derivations,
including one as a Bayesian estimator.
As shown in section 4.2 of Robinson (1991), if /3 is regarded as a parameter with a uniform, improper prior, then
f corresponds to the posterior mode. Section 6.4 of Robin-

Yi = i (Xi) + 56i ~~(1)

son (1991) shows how the Kalman filter can be used to
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compute (4); see also the discussion by Spall (1991) and

where ul Li= [Ull tUlK,] and u2 = [u21 ... U22 ]T e

have the same distribution as u and the 1lk and 1K2k are

the rejoinder by Robinson.
The representation of smoothing splines as BLUP's was

positioned to capture structure in directions 1 and 2.

laid out by Speed (1991) while discussing the work of

Further research is required to check whether or not the

Robinson (1991). But the simplicity of the BLUP represen-

other details of the Shively, Kohn, and Wood model and its

tation for penalized splines is particularly striking. It also

fitting are affected by such a change. If they are not, then

demonstrates that one is not confined to smoothing splines

it would have the advantages that

and Wiener processes if one insists on a Bayesian framework.

In addition to conceptual simplicity, the penalized spline
approach also offers significant computational savings. This
is because they are low-rank smoothers, as defined by

Hastie (1996), and involve an order K matrix inversion
rather than one of order n. The resulting computational ad-

vantages, such as not requiring backfitting, have been de-

scribed by Hastie (1996) and Marx and Eilers (1998).
Also note that one can use variance component estimation

techniques, such as restricted maximum likelihood (REML),

to estimate 72 and a 2 and thus choose the smoothing parameter A in (4). This is analogous to the marginal likelihood smoothing parameter selection method mentioned by

Shively, Kohn, and Wood for the state-space/smoothing
spline approach (Ansley and Kohn 1985; Wahba 1985).

* the complexity of the methodology is reduced due to
not relying on Wiener processes, but rather on ordinary Gaussian random vectors and simple mathemat-

ical functions (i.e., truncated polynomials)
* computation is faster due to the low-rank nature of

the smoothing operations.

One of us (DR) has implemented a penalized spline additive model in Matlab with the smoothing parameter selected by GCV and it is extremely fast, taking less than one

second on a SPARC Ultra 1 for 400 observations and two

predictors.
4. MODEL SELECTION

4.1 Simple Non-Bayesian Variable Selection

In our current implementations of this estimator, we se-

Both smoothing parameters and models can be selected

lect A by minimizing generalized cross-validation (GCV),

by GCV. GCV certainly has an advantage in simplicity and

which is

speed compared to the MCMC implementation of Bayesian

Ily - 1fl2/{ I- A df(A)/n}2, (5)

model selection. It would be interesting to learn how GCV
compares in terms of precision.

where A has a default value of 1 and df(A) is the trace of the

GCV is used by Friedman's (1991) MARS and Stone,

hat matrix C(CTC + AD)l CT. (We introduce A because

Hansen, Kooperberg, and Truong's (1997) POLYMARS to

it has a value different than 1 in later discussion.)

select variables from the set of all tensor product spline-

basis functions. MARS and POLYMARS are not oriented
How should the knots, l, ... ., SK, be selected? The numtoward
additive models or variable selection. However, they
ber of knots K is not being used as a smoothing parameter;
have
the
capacity to select an additive model when one fits
A plays that role. One needs enough knots to ensure suffi-

well and to eliminate a variable by selecting none of the bacient flexibility to fit the data, but after that additional knots
sis functions containing that variable. A comparison of the
do not change the fit much. We place the knots at sample
quantiles of the unique x values so that there are equal, or

authors' methods with these existing methodologies would

nearly equal, numbers of x values between knots. To illus-

be useful. Note that Stone et al. (1997) considered regres-

trate that the number of knots has little effect, we intended

sion, generalized regression, and other problems that are all

to include a plot showing 10- and 40-knot quadratic spline

special cases of their "extended linear models."

fits to the "sine" function used in the article. However, the

Now consider additive modeling with several candidate

two fits could not be distinguished by eye in any of the

predictor variables. A simple method for eliminating un-

Monte Carlo samples we tried, so we omitted the plot! It
takes about four knots to fit one cycle of a sine wave, so the

necessary variables in the penalized spline model of Section
3 would be to iterate the following backward elimination

fit deteriorates when there are less than eight knots. Ruppert

step. Given that the current model has M > 0 variables,

and Carroll (1999) proposed a simple algorithm to ensure
that there are enough knots.

compute GCV for each of the M submodels with one vari-

able deleted. If the (M - 1)-variable submodel minimizing
GCV has smaller GCV value than the M-variable model,

3.2 Extension to the Bivariate Additive Model

For the bivariate additive model (1) of Shively, Kohn, and

Wood, one could replace g, and g2 and (2) and (3) by
K1

then replace the M-variable model with this "best" M - 1variable submodel and continue. Otherwise, retain the Mvariable model and stop.

We tried this idea on the sampling design that the authors
used in their Experiment 1 where the three functions were

m1(S) = 71 ZUlk(S-slk)+
k=1

"flat," "linear," and "exponential." In 50 trials, variable 1

(corresponding to "flat") was correctly deleted 44 times. In
the other six samples, no variables were deleted. In no case

and

was either the second or third variable incorrectly deleted.

K2

g2(t) = T2 ZZt2k(t -2k+
k=l

For a single dataset, the entire model selection procedure
takes only 3 seconds to run on an Ultra 1.
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tion GCV,
with MCMC methods like
in the 1990s hasCp
been a giantand
step
that

mation criterion (AIC), tends to select too many vari-

forward and has made even more complex models feasible.

ables, because it strives only for good prediction. From the

This discussion article is a landmark event for this re-

prediction standpoint, occasionally retaining an unneces-

search effort, allowing us discussants to pay testimony to

sary variable is preferable to occasionally omitting a needed

its remarkable achievements. It is also an opportunity for

variable. Schwarz's Bayes information criterion (BIC) is of-

constructive feedback. The concerns that we have raised

ten used to decrease the probability of selecting unneces-

about accessibility of the methodology are, we feel, quite

sary variables. BIC is similar to GCV with A in (5) equal

genuine. Those regarding implementability do need to be

to log(n)/2. We repeated the experiment with this value

addressed, if this vast battery of methodology is to be used

of A, and the correct model was chosen all 50 times. This

for scientific enquiry. Our comments regarding alternative

suggests that BIC or GCV with a BIC-like correction may

function estimation strategies are not meant to imply that

be competitive with the more complex Bayesian methods.

Wiener process approaches should not have been used in

Clearly, more detailed comparisons would be interesting.

the first place; for some time it has been thought to be the

reasonable way to formulate a Bayesian approach. But
Note that in this experiment log(n)/2 is 3.0, which isonly
similar to the A suggested by Stone et al. (1997), namely A

at a time when function estimation is finding its way into

around 2.5.

applications at an unprecedented rate, there is, in our view,

4.2 Interactions

cations that will make our methodology more palatable and

a clear imperative for us "smoothers" to seek out simplifiThere's an old rule-of-thumb in the response surface liter-

user friendly.

ature that whenever quadratic main effect terms are needed,
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